ρ ρ ρ ρ = − + <<1 the DL instability is weak, though. Sivashinsky's seminal work [3] showed how flat-on-average flames propagating into a quiescent pre-mixture then evolve according to a nonlocal nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE); subsequent works [4] essentially improved A -dependent coefficients therein.
Michelson's numerical early study [5] of the PDE showed that unforced flame fronts soon acquire the shape of parabola-like arches joined by sharper crests pointing towards the burnt gas;
at late times a single steady arch (or half-one) with a maximum wavelength compatible with periodic (or Neumann) boundary conditions generically survives in (not-too-wide) channels.
Further numerical investigations [6] of this (Michelson-) Sivashinsky (MS) PDE, exploiting the pole-decomposition method [7] , evidenced a much richer manifold of steady solutions whose number increases with available lateral size noticeably faster than linearly. Most of those happen to be unstable and cannot be evidenced by more conventional time-marching procedures.
It would be nice to understand whether a simple mechanism underlies such a proliferation of steady solutions, which has so far not been done. The present analyses suggest that a geometrical stretch ( S ) induced at large enough scale by a front curvature of the proper sign, can noticeably contribute: it indeed generates new couplings with the mechanisms already at work in the MS equation, and generates novel solutions that are steady in a suitable frame. Though unstable, these may play a nontrivial role, like the long-lived weakly unstable states of flat-on-average flames forced by weak noise [6] ; or as building blocks of the travelling bursts that are randomly 'emitted' near troughs of wide flames [8] . Hence a side question: is it a spontaneous emission?
A related problem of great practical importance is to understand how velocity modulations or fluctuations in the incoming flow of fresh gas, e.g. time-dependent or even turbulent ones, affect the front dynamics. The problem is unfortunately much too tough for a frontal theoretical attack.
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Flames could conceivably be passively deformed at high intensities of forcing, but even the statistics of this is not yet fully understood theoretically [9] . Moreover, the inner cut-off length of front wrinkles in turbulent flows is experimentally known [10] to coincide with the neutral wavelength at which DL instability and curvature affects balance, strongly indicating that the smallest detectable flame wrinkles are not passive.
This hint of forcing-instability interaction at the cut-off length motivates another question: how do incoming velocity modulations affect instability-driven patterns at or about such scales?
The point is conceptually different from that of implantations of incipient wrinkles by the small-scale components of a forcing; these are indeed often present, purposely or because most numerical integration methods are noisy. Despite early attempts about passive forced
propagations [11] [12] the related mechanism of complex singularity implantation is not understood; unfortunately, it ultimately has a strong impact on flame dynamics [13] . Polesprinkling [14] mimics implantations and somehow bypasses the problem but, although tried for expanding flames [15] , this trick is still hampered by its computational cost. To study space-or angle-periodic forced fronts, pseudo-spectral integration remains more flexible and faster [16] .
The present work has a more modest scope: it focuses on already implanted patterns and inquires about their long term viability in the presence of a geometrical stretch caused by an underlying curved front, itself possibly influenced by large scale incoming velocity modulations.
The paper is organised as follows. An extended MS equation accounting for geometrical stretch is introduced in Section II. Pole-decomposed steady solutions (in a frame) are presented in Sec.
III, and specialized to a simple centred crest then to ones with larger amplitudes. The predictions are compared to numerical results in Sec. IV. Multi-crested 'steady' wrinkles are identified and analyzed in Sec.V, and their self-similar unsteady counterparts discussed in Sec.VI. Section VII takes up varying s S . Section VIII tentatively relates the cut-off scale of wrinkling to stretch, and Sec. IX gathers final remarks and open problems. Appendices A, B detail technical points.
II. NONLINEAR EQUATION FOR STRETCHED ISOLATED WRINKLES
The starting point adopted here to take up the aforementioned topics is a non-dimensional (1 ²) 1 ² / 2 ...
saturate the DL instability [5] , soon leading to parabola-like arches when ( , ) 0 u t x = .
The forcing term u in Eq. (2.1) represents the y -wise component of a shear-flow type of modulation in the fresh-gas flow; ( , ) 0 u t x ≠ may also result from an inhomogeneous and/or fluctuating fresh gas composition that makes n u change [18] . Incidentally, a
x Sxφ term appears when studying self-similar rational solutions to the Burgers equation [20] ; / x X E = is then an abscissa measured in a t -dependent unit of length ( ) E t .
III. CENTRED STEADY PATTERNS
Attention is from now on focused on finite-amplitude solutions to Eq.(2.3), namely: localized patterns φ that are peaked near the origin, and have ² x φ and ( , )
exist about the troughs (wide local minima) of steady base flame profiles Φ when unforced [21] , are considered first ( t -dependent ones will be touched upon in Sec.VII 
B. Elementary centred steady crest
The case of one pole pair ( 
the structure of which again parallels (3.2) and the 'sum rule' (expressed as ( 2 1) 
V. A VARIETY OF STEADY LOCALIZED PATTERNS
The previous centred isolated crests are unstable to lateral shifts. Writing the poles locations as
, whereby a steady crest
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pattern can be dragged as a whole by a geometry-induced tangential velocity x Sx Φ ≈ , away from the base flame trough 0 x = . Besides, [7] identified the reason why a population of nearby poles tends to align along parallels to the imaginary z -axis (see also [20] 
A. Nearly real crests/poles
One may thus conceive that steady twin crests might stay in equilibrium 'at' 
Only for small stretch intensities, Thus, the antagonistic actions of horizontal attraction between nearby crests and geometryinduced positive stretch near any flame trough (e.g., that of the base solution Φ we started from)
generates new equilibrium positions: other poles may sit there if the effective stretch intensity they feel is compatible with a vertical equilibrium, making secondary troughs appear on the flame profile…and so forth. This gives hints on how the stretch/nonlinearity competition is sufficient to contribute a complicated web of steady solutions to the MS equation [6] . As shown below, still more exotic configurations exist, for nearly the same reason. Table III . The two types can even coexist in some instances, which contributes to a further proliferation of solutions. As shown in Fig.4 , six different patterns are already allowed for the same stretch intensity (e.g. To summarize Sec. VI: weak positive stretch allows for very numerous novel steady solutions.
VII. SELF-SIMILAR EVOLUTIONS

A. Nearly real poles
The steady patterns analysed in Sec.V are now shown to be special cases of analytically accessible evolutions. We firstly consider the situation of near-real pole arrangements analysed 
actually, the 1-D approximate dynamics (6.1) ceases to be valid for , and initial locations of a single 7-pair crest being formed at once , see Fig.6 ; a single crest will form soon after, however, by the alignment mechanism recalled at the beginning of Sec. V.
B. Remote poles
The above analysis can be adapted to the case of N remote pole pairs that are initially nearly
To satisfy the imaginary part of (4.1), their current common altitude
instead of (5.4), whereas the unsteady version of (5.5) ( / k dx dt is added to the right-hand side)
still given by (6.2)(6.3)(6.6), up to a few differences. 
leads to the collapse of all (simple-) poles into a single one (of order N ) at the finite
(ii) Another difference with near-real poles is that the dynamics (6.5) does not stop at 
eq St h h ≡ − − ; after 0 t the poles in question will shortly become nearly real,
The analysis just given then ceases to be valid, but the previous one pertaining to nearly real pole pairs becomes applicable: at 
VIII. TIME-DEPENDENT STRETCH
A too intense constant stretch 0 S > , for example induced by a too strong steady ( ) u x in Eq.(2.1) , can moderate or inhibit the phenomenon of trough-splitting (i.e., crest formation) that the DL instability mechanism tends to induce. On the contrary, a constant compression, Before closing this section, a few remarks may be put forward.
The large-ω analysis can be easily adapted when the fluctuation '( ) S t of stretch intensity contains R widely separated frequencies Whereas also allowing S 〈 〉 to depend on slow time t is a harmless further generalization, it is not known whether the above elementary 'cascade renormalization' [31] can be extended to a continuous spectrum β being steady solutions of (7.1).
At any rate, the convexity of exponential functions guarantees that 1
such that the latter time-averages exist. The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
VIII. STRETCH vs. SPECTRAL CUTOFF
To put the findings obtained so far in a more physical perspective, and relate them to the second problem evoked in Sec. I, it is useful to restore dimensions in the 'stretched' MS equation (2.3) . This gives:
. )
where the over-hats of , , ... 
IX. FINAL REMARKS, OPEN PROBLEMS
Combining analytical and numerical approaches based on the pole decomposition, this work revealed that inclusion of geometrical stretch markedly modifies the otherwise simple [7, 19] isolated solutions of the classical (Michelson-) Sivashinsky PDE for (weakly-) unstable flames.
Firstly, it was demonstrated that accounting for a uniform stretch intensity S is enough to generate novel types of isolated solutions. New steady (unstable-) solutions with arrays of horizontally aligned near-real or remote poles (or both) were evidenced; when 0 S = only one centred isolated solution, involving a single vertical pole alignment, existed whatever 1 N ≥ is [21] . The net result is a proliferation of equilibrium front shapes, especially at small s S , Fig. 9 . 
